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Preface 
Translating means carrying across. When one 
translates certain text of a language he carries it 
across from one language to another. This carrying 
across could be easy if it is an ordinary text but 
arduous when it is poetry. Poetry is not only a 
metrical and ryhmical arrangement of words, it is 
also a text that blooms from poet's personality. One 
Japanese poet of tenth century asserted that "Poems 
have their seeds in human heart and burgeon forth 
into the myriad leaves of words." Poet's personality 
sprouts and then is cultivated in the culture of the 
society the poet lives in. Hence, translation means 
not only carrying across the text of the poetry, but 
also the culture of the language the poem is being 
translated from. Besides, words are not only 

- symbols and signs communicating certain 
meanings, they also have connotations and 
undertones. Hence they say far more than their 
literal meaning. That is why Robert Frost described 
poetry as "What gets lost in translation". 

Most arduous is the translation of mystic poetry 
particularly of Shah Abdul Lateef Bhittai, whose 
roots are deep down in the land he belongs to. 
Translating him would be uprooting him and it is a 
botanical reality that big trees are never 
transplanted, and when uprooted they wither away. 
Carrying Shah Abdul Lateef across means carrying 
across the culture, the history, the folklore and the 
geography of the land he was born in. 

Of all the problems of translation the foremost is the 
translator himself. Translating is not a passive 
activity. Translator has his own creative impulses. 
When he translates any text, his creative impulses 
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recreate and reinterpret it. Hence much is lost or 
added to the original text. There is no doubt· that in 
this translation also much is lost but the text, that haB 
lost more than it has gained, is worth reading 
The English translation is in prose and Urdu 
translation is in verse. At places one may notice a 
slight difference between the Urdu and English 
translations. It is because the English translation is 
faithful to the original text where as Urdu 
translation, at places, is more faithful to the spirit 
than to the text. 

In the poetry of Shah Abdul Lateef words are 
blended with music and it appears likely that he 
created music before the words. All his poetry is 
born of melodies, which he himself conceived. As 
such, his poetry can not be separated from music. 
Mr. Agha Saleem has made all efforts to retain its 
musical value, and Urdu translations being in verse, 
can easily be sung in the original tunes, which are 
being sung since two and half centuries. 

Our forum has taken upon itself the task of 
reintroducing, reinterpreting, and disseminating 
mystic music and poetry so that our scorched hearts, 
hardened by the mechanical industrial culture, are 
softened and soothed and are recharged with 
sublime human feelings like pity and compassion. 
Publication of this book is our first step towards this 
goal. 

Qabool Abro 
President 

The Voice Culture Forum 
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Foreword 
Since millions of years, man has been waging war 
against his own animality and barbarity. This war he 
has simultaneously won and lost. Won in the sense 
that he is at the peak of civilization and lost in the 
sense that he is all empty inside, without faith in his 
own humanity and humanity in general. The result 
is that he fills his emptiness with new barbarity and 
terrorism, and we see him strutting on the top of the 
globe with nuclear arsenals to destroy mankind and 
civilization. We should fill his spiritual emptiness 
with faith in himself and in human race and so save 
the world. This we can do by adopting mysticism as 
the religion of our troubled times. It is the religion 
of love and peace, "heart of all religions," and "key 
to unity of all religions". Mystics see God in man 
and elevate man to divine sublimity. They teach us 
to love man for by loving man we love God, and by 
hurting man we hurt God. In the troubled times we 
are living in, we should practice, preach and 
disseminate this religion all over the world and so 
fill the emptiness of modern man's soul and 
inculcate in him love for mankind. With this 
objective in mind, we have formed "The Voice 
Culture Forum'), and have embarked upon a venture 
of reintroducing mystic poetry and mystic music, 
which makes man feel one with the whole. Shah 
Abdul Lateef Bhittai is a great mystic poet. He sings 
of peace, love and sublime human feelings. 
Unfortunately, his message is confined to Sindh 
only. We want to introduce him to the people all 
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over the world. We are, therefore, publishing 
English and Urdu translation of his long poem 
"Melody of Clouds". It is a symbolic poem. The 
poet likens human heart without faith to a scorched 
desert which, when it rains, blooms and becomes a 
paradisiacal garden. Likewise, when love is 
showered on human heart, it blooms and becomes 
all garden. So the poet prays for his desert land and 
the lands of all the countries of the world to bloom. 

0 my Lordi Bestow prosperity on Sindh forever, 
0 my Sweet Friend! Shower blessings 

On the entire world. 
Let. us pray that our poet's prayer is granted and 
entire world is blessed along with the land of the 
poet. 

Dr. Pir Syed Ebrahim Shah 
President 

Rotary Club of Karachi Clifton 
Secretary 

The Voice Culture Forum 
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Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai 
a. Life 

Shah Abdul Lateef Bhitai, the great mystic poet of 
Sindh, was born in Hala Haveli, a village in Halla 
Taluka of Hyderabad District. It is at a distance of 
about 18 miles from Bhitt, the last resting place of 
our poet. It is quite often that there is difference of 
opinion regarding the dates of birth and death of 
great men. Shah's dates of birth and death are also 
controversial. Nevertheless, a majority of notable 
scholars, after intensive research, have agreed that 
he was born in the year 1689 AD and died in 1752 
AD at the age of 63. 

Shah's ancestors came from Hirat (Afghanistan) 
with Tamerlane and settled in Sindh. His great grand 
father, Shah Abdul Karim of Bulri, was a renowned 
poet and a saint. His father, Sayyad Habib Shah, was 
also a pious man. Habib Shah was in Hala Haveli, 
when Shah was born, and after his birth, Shah Habib 
shifted to Kotri, a place at a distance of about four 
miles from Bhitt and now in ruins. This is where 
Shah Lateef, in his prime youth, fell in love with the 
daughter of a powerful landlord, Mirza Mughal Beg. 
Shah Lateef wanted to marry her but Mughal Beg 
opposed the match and turned hostile to the family 
and Habib Shah was constrained to leave Kotri and 
settle in ·a small village near Kotri. 

Shah had discovered his ideal but could not achieve 
it. This shattered him completely and in a fit of 
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desperation and despair he left home for 
destinations unknown. Coming across a group of 
Hindu ascetics or jogis,he joined them in their foot 
journies to Hinglaj, Junagarh, Lahoot. Jassermere 
and Thar, the desert area of Sindh. During these 
wanderings he developed some differences with the 
ascetics and one night, when he was asleep, they left 
him. 

After wandering for three years, he felt an inner urge 
to go to Thatta, where he met Makhdoom 
Muhammad Mueen, the great religious scholar of 
his time and a Wahadatal Wajoodi Sufi. Under his 
influence Shah Lateef also became Wahdatal 
Wajoodi Sufi, and on his mentor's advice he 
abandoned his wanderings and returned to his 
parents. In the meanwhile, the situation at home had 
changed. Some robbers had attacked Mughal Beg's 
house and killed all the male members of his family. 
The ladies, taking this incident as a curse fallen on 
Mughal Beg's family because he had annoyed his 
murshid, Habib Shah, came to Habib Shah, sought 
his forgiveness and offered Mughal Beg's daughter, 
Bibi Sayyada, in marriage to our poet, whom he had 
fallen in love with. Thus Shah was united to his 
beloverd seperation from whom had driven him to 
wanderings in wilderness for three years. 

But physical union was no longer a cherised dream 
for three years long wanderings in the company of 
Hindu ascetics and his sojourn at Thatta with the 
Sufi scholar had purged him and sublimated his 
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disillusionment into channels of mysticism and thus 
he embarkad upon a spiritual voyage. His 
perception of love had changed. He now believed in 
seeking but not achieving the love object and this 
belief he began to expound in his poetry. 

During his wanderings with ascetics he had seen life 
in its true colours. He had observed people's 
sufferings, their miseries and their deprivations. 
According to Sufi creed, man is a manifestation of 
God. Lateef saw God's manifestation being 
humiliated and insulted. He saw the hypocrite 
mullahs and clerics extracting money from the 
ignorant people in the name of God and religion. 
The overall social scenario despaired him and he 
decided to retire in seclusion on a Bhitt (dune) and 
it is because of the Bhitt that he is called Shah 
Bhittai, meaning Shah of the Dune. It was on that 
dune that he composed great poetry. 

In the year 1752 AD, when he was 63 years of age, 
he intuited his death. He asked his disciples to play 
music and sing his poetry he had composed in raga 
Sahni. Wrapping himself in a white sheet of cloth, 
he retired to a Hujra (ante chamber) and listened to 
the music for three days. When his disciples went in 
the Hujra, they found him dead. He was buried on 
the Bhitt. 
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b. Social Scenario 

The society Shah lived in was a feudal society 
believed to have been made by God and no mortal 
on earth could change it. Hence social order was 
static and society was divided into three strata: the 
landed nobility, the religious/spiritual gentry and the 
servile subject mass of the people, which included 
land tillers, small craftman, and merchants. 
Economic order was based on agriculture. Land was 
the basic economic source and a transferable 
property. The social status of an individual was 
determined by the extent of land ownership. Land 
was owned by a minority, below whom was a 
multitude of peasants. The relationship of landloard 
with peasants was exploitive. They extracted all 
sorts of services and hard labour from them without 
wages and even their private lives were regulated 
according to the wishes of the landlord. The 
peasantry cultivated lands on the traditional 
understanding of dividing the produce. Cultivators 
had no market outside the village. The village was a 
world in itself and the peasant knew nothing outside 
this world. In every village there was a mosque or a 
temple and a religious man, mullah or a pundit, who 
led prayers, performed religious rituals and gave 
basic religious knowledge to the people. Its industry 
was based on the work of small craftsmen, 
merchants and peasants. 

The relationship amongst the landlords was co
operative as well as competitive .. Their socialites 
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depended on a gradation of land holding. If a 
peasant left his landlord he would not be employed 
by another one. It was believed that God had 
assigned each human to a given social class with 
which he should be contented. The landed nobility 
was ordained to defend all, religious man was 
ordained to pray for all and commons were ordained 
to provid.e food to all. The religious man was there 
to interpret religion and to give explanation for 
people's miseries which were obviously due to their 
sins. Hence they accepted all the miseries and 
sufferings as God's punishment. The religious man 
preached that these ·classes were necessary to the 
world and were ordained by God to serve Him and 
each other. 1 

c. Intellectual Scenario 

When Shah put in appearance, it was a period of 
intellectual dormancy, barrenness and a long 
cultural winter sleep; there was an icy well. No new 
ideology was being bred. ·There was no tomorrow 
but only a perpetual yesterday. The only progressive 
ideology was that of Tassawuf, that too, with the 
passage of time, had lost its vigor and vitality. It was 
in this icy well that one Socialist Sufi, Shah Inayat, 
appeared on the scene. 

Shah Inayat was a sufi of the Saharwardy order. He 
was born in the year 1655-56 AD .  He was very 
popular among the people as an unassuming and self 
less Sufi. His popularity touched the zenith, when he 

1. Cast, Class and Race-Oliver C. Cox 
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distributed his family lands and those granted by the 
rulers to Dargah among the landless peasants 
without any compensation and share in the produce. 
Considering him threat to the status quo the 
neighboring landlord Sayyads, with the connivance 
of the Mughal governor of Thatta, Mir Lutuf Ali, 
attacked Jhok, the Sufi's native place, and killed 
many of his followers. Shah Inayat complained to 
the Mughal King, Farukh Sare at Dehli. The King 
forfeited all the lands of the Sayyads and gave them 
to Shah Inayat as compensation. The King also 
granted more land for the expenses and maintenance 
of the Dargah. This land was also distributed among 
the peasants. Shah Inayat was transferring feudal 
society into an agrarian egalitarian society ensuring 
collective well being for all. But it was not easy to 
change settled static social order in which there was 
no place for ambitions. The result was that the 
system retaliated with full force and pounced upon 
Shah Inayat. All custodians of the status quo united. 
The Mughal governor and the neighboring landlords 
complained to the King that Shah Inayat was 
organizing revolt against the King in the guise of 
spiritual movement. King ordered his governor, the 
zameendars and the Kalhorn ruler of upper Sindh to 
crush the insurgency of Shah Inayat ruthlessly. The 
governor of Thatta, the Kalhorn ruler, Pirs, Sayyads 
and landlords moblized their forces and besieged the 
fort of Jhok

_
. The devotees of Shah Inayat known as 

Faqirs, who were defending the fort of Shah Inayat, 
refused to surrender. It might have been easy for the 
government forces to topple the mud walls of the 
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fort, but it was very difficult to topple the wall of 
determination of the Faqirs. They started a guerilla 
war against the government forces and inflicted 
heavy losses on them. The siege continued for six 
months. Seeing the losses of the government forces 
and the resistance the Faqirs had put up, the enemy 
decided to capture Shah Inayat by deceit. He sent 
the Holy Quran to Shah Inayat and invited him for 
dialogue according to the tenets of the Quran. Shah 
Inayat knew that it was a trap of treachery and deceit 
but to honor the Holy Quran he decided to accept 
the invitation. He instructed all his Faqirs not to take 
arms whatsoever may happen because the matter 
rested with Allah. And then he went to meet the 
governor. The Governor, as he had planned, 
immediately ordered the executioner to behead him. 
When he was being beheaded he gave blessings to 
the executioner by reciting a verse; 

"You liberate me from the evil of existence, 
May God reward you for that in this and the next 

World". 

When Shah Inayat was brutally murdered, Shah 
Lateef was 30 years of age. It left a deep and 
permanent scar on his mind. Thus Shah Inayat 
emerged in his poetry as a lover, who smilingly 
climbs the gallows as a bridegroom climbs the 
nuptial bed. 

Probably one of the reasons of our poet's 
denouncing the world and wanderings in the 
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wilderness with the Jogies was, besides pangs of 
love, Shah Inayat's brutal murder. Thus we see him 
denouncing the society and settling on a dune even 
after achieving his love object. It was from there that 
he assailed the social order of the time, criticized the 
static social order and revitalized Tassawuf with the 
vigor of his poetry. He exalted the common man and 
restored to him his basic human dignity the society 
had deprived him of. No other poet has ever 
depicted miseries of the down, trodden people the 
way Shah has done. 

d. Mystic Music 

Shah belonged to the class of sufies, who regard 
music as the source of spiritual exaltation and 
sublimity. Hazrat Nizammuddin Aoulia, the great 
saint of the sub-continent, once said: "On the day of 
covenant of souls with God, I heard God's call to the 
souls "Am I not your God?" in Purbi raga". 

Once Imam Raazi, a renowned sufi scholar, was 
reading the Quran since morning prayer but was not 
being inspired. Meanwhile a singer came to see him. 
Imam asked him to sing him some verses. The 
singer sang and the Imam's eyes were filled with 
tears. He said in a choked -voice to the singer, "I was 
reading Quran since dawn but my feelings were not 
being swayed. You sang and it moved me to tears". 
Baba Bulhe Shah, the poet of sufi rapture, said 

We sold Qurran and purchased Tanboor, 
The Tanboor revealed Divine mystery unto us, 
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And we perceived through the veil of 
"there is no God but one" M of Muhammad. 

Music induces ecstasy in a Sufi and frees him of all 
the bindings of body and senses and he becomes one 
with the Absolute One. This psychological state of 
Sufi is aptly described by a renowned poet of Chistia 
order, Hazrat Usman Harooni, in one of his famous 
ghazals: 

In love of a friend I dance in the middle of fire 
For every- moment, 

Sometimes I flounce on dust, 
And sometimes I dance on thorns . 

• 
Come, 0 barmaid! Play mystic music; 
In an ecstasy of union with the friend 

I dance like a frenzied man . 
• 

I am Usman Harooni, a friend of Mansoor, 
I am not afraid of ignominy and I dance on gallows. 

This state of ecstasy is always momentary and sufi 's 
soul sinks back exhausted to the level of ordinary 
consciousness. If this state continues, it can cause 
death. Hazrat Bakhtiar Kaaki, a well known sufi of 
Chistia order, died while listening to music because 
his soul did not sink back to ordinary consciousness. 

Ecstasy means "coming out of oneself', and it is 
associated with Dionysus, the Greek god of wine 
and vegetation. He is also characterized as a deity, 
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whose mysteries inspired ecstatic and orgiastic 
worship. His devotees used to drink wine during 
worship and in a state of intoxication felt freed from 
their physical senses and one with their god. As 
intoxication frees from physical senses, music frees 
the Sufi of himself and he becomes one with the 
whole. It is, therefore, thought that music contains 
bewitching charm as wine contains intoxication. 

Sindh, being the cradle of civilization, had a great 
tradition of music. But when Shah appeared in the 
cultural panorama of Sindh, music was at a very 
low ebb obviously because of religious 
conservatism of Mullas and Qazees, who 
theologized every thing even culture and music with 
the result that many of those Sufis, who were far 
liberal than the mullas, disagreed over the 
permissibility of listening to music (Samaa). 
Another reason for the waning of Sindh's highly 
rich musical culture was political turmoil and 
instability. Throughout history, Sindh has been a 
victim of foreign invasions one after the other. 
Consequently the progress and development of 
music staggered, and music took shelter with the 
minstrel class, that too, was in a miserable condition. 
The musicians no more enjoyed the patronage of 
kings, rulers, and feudal lords. They were called 
"Manganhars and Mangtas." Both words denote a 
class of musicians living on alms.Gone were the 
days of glory of Sindh, when a king gave his head in 
reward to the bard and when Jam of Lasbella, the 
Samma ruler, awarded one· hundred horses to a 
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minstrel. 

The cultural current, which had sunk underground 
for centuries, suddenly erupted in the form of poetry 
and music of Shah Lateef. He appropriated and 
refined folk music, reduced to rules the folk tunes 
that "come and go on the lips of the people". Our 
poet selected some classical ragas which were in 
emotive harmony with the people, Sindhised them 
and interpolated them in a system of his ragas. 
Our poet was not only fond of music, but was a great 
musicologist. His virtuosity is

, 
evident from his 

poetic collection, which is compiled in various 
ragas. Some of them are classical ragas like Shudh 
Kalyan, Aeman, Khanbhat, Sriraga, Abheri, Desi, 
Hussaini, Kaamode, Kedara, Sarang, Aasa, Bervo, 
Ramkali, Purbi, Pirbhati, Bilawal. 
Some are indigenous ragas like Samoondi (raga of 
sea-farers), Khahori (raga of seekers), Ghatoo (raga 
of killers), Kaapaiti (raga of spinning girls), Rip 
(raga of calamity of love), Karayal (raga of black 
colour), Dahar (raga of a valley between the two dunes). 
Some are named after folk tales of love and valour. 
These are Moomal Raano, Marni, and Leela 
Chanesar; while some others are names of ragas also 
like Sahni and Sourath. 

Shah also invented some ragas based on 
occupational folk songs, seafarer's songs and songs 
of spinning girls. Unfortunately all the ragas of his 
invention are lost and we are left with their names 
only. 
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Shah was an innovative artist. He was the first Sufi 
in Sindh, who introduced the musical instrument 
Danbooro (a distorted form of the word Tanboor) in 
Sufi Samaa. Not only that but he altered that 
traditional instrument, which previously had four 
strings and was called Chou Tara. He added one 
more string to it and made it Punj tara Tanbooro. It 
reminds us of Zaryab, the great musician of his 
times. Zaryab was a Sindhi but the torrent of time 
hurled him to Arabia and from there to Spain. His 
influence on Spanish music was immense. He, about 
eight hundred years before Shah, added one 
additional string to the Arabian four stringed 
musical instrument Aoud, and made it a five 
stringed Aoud. 

Mostly all the great Western poets used Greek and 
Roman mythology as raw material of their poetry 
and expressed through mythological characters, 
situations and events, their belief and perc�pts. Shah 
Lateef also used folktales as raw material, which 
were epitomes of people's dreams, ideals and 
concepts of social and national order of things and 
of cosmic forces. Shah appropriated these tales, 
combined his own poetic gleam to them and 
interpreted them in terms of human situation in the 
world and the universe. These folk tales provided 
him with symbols and images from the concrete 
things of people's daily life and profession, and he 
expressed through these concrete images and 
symbols, his abstract ideas, percepts and human 
emotions. He does not narrate folk tales as a story 
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teller would, but uses the innate and intrinsic 
potentials of these tales to get his message across. 
Hence he selects events, situations and characters of 
the tales, contriving them to suit him for spelling out 
his sufi creed. 

At some places he propounds his sufi creed as a poet 
committed to an ideology, propagating his social, 
political and religious ideology. The · difference 
between the ideologue poet and Shah is that 
mysticism is not an ideology with him but it is his 
inner psychological reality, his way of feeling, 
thinking and perceiving the natural and spiritual 
world. As such, he looks at things, objects, human 
feelings, ideas, sensory and extra-sensory 
experiences through the mist of mysticism. He has 
lyricised his spirituality in the secular terms of 
human emotions and feelings. Hence his poetry at 
the same time is a symphony of the soul and the 
melody of the body. His impact on Sindhis is 
immense. His poetry is a landscape of their feelings, 
emotions, aspirations, dreams and ideals. Even in 
this modern age, his poetry and music takes one to 
timelessness and the world of appearance 
transforms into the world of ecstasy. 

I must pay my heartly thanks to my writer friend 
Khawaja Saleem Ahmed who made valuable 
amendments in the script. 

January, 2002 Agha Saleem 
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Introduction 
Sarang is a Hindi word, having manifold meanings 
like the deer, the cuckoo, the peacock, the pearl, the 
lotus, the flower, the cloud, etc. In Sindhi language 
Sarang means cloud and connotes the rainy season. 
Sarang is also name of one of the popular· classical 
ragas. 

In this part of the world, rain is always taken as 
God's mercy. It is a season of fertility, prosperity, 
and union of lovers; hence every language here, 
small or big, abounds in poetry and ragas pertaining 
to the rainy season. Sarang is one of them. Sufis 
have symbolized rain as God's mercy showered on 
human heart, which is like a barren earth assailed by 
scorching sun rays. Rain transforms this barren land 
into a paradisiacal garden. The Qoran praises 
Prophet Muhammad as Rahimatulil Aalamin; 
(mercy for all worlds). According to Annemarie 
Schimmel, the eminent orientalist, "The connection 
between the religious leader and the merciful news 
he brings to the earth was known even earlier. In a 
longish passage of the Sadd Buddhharma Pundarik, 
Buddhism has compared Buddha to a blissful rainy 
season, just as an old Advent song of the medieval 
German Church asks Christ to tear open the skies 
and come down like merciful water from the skies 
upon them." 

The locale of Shah Lateef's Sur Sarang, meaning the 
melody of clouds, is a desert area of Sindh, where it 
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is all sand and sandy dunes, scorched by sun and no 
trace of water all around for miles together. The 
underground water level is very low and very deep 
wells are dug to get water, which too, is mostly 
saltish. In summer, wells dry up and people migrate 
from place to place in search of water. This could be 
the symbol of a heart without spirituality. And then 
the rainy season comes, the entire desert wears a 
new look. All dunes and plains are covered with 
lush green grass and flowers, and the desert blooms 
like a garden in spring. Shah Lateef's Sur Sarang is 
a perspective, both of desert in rainy season and 
people's pleasures and pain. And we see lush green 
plains, paths covered with sweet smelling grass, 
beautiful desert damsels strolling along the fragrant 
paths joyously. 

Clouds have deluged the plains, downpour has 
washed off people's sorrows, cuckoo is cooing, 
farmers with ploughs on their shoulders are going to 
their fields, herdsmen driving their herds towards 
green pastures are humming happily, clouds are 
spread like dark hair of a damsel. The colours of 
twilight have made motifs on the clouds like those 
of a chunny (stole) of a young desert girl. Flashes of 
lightning look like the blooming of red flowers. 

Shah Lateef 's description of the beauty of nature is 
in relation to human feelings in different human 
situations and not for its own sake. Beautiful young 
wives, separated from their husbands, are restlessly 
tossing and turning on their beds, shrivering even 
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under quilts for want of warmth of their spouses, 
bodies. Poor women are afraid lest their huts leak in 
rain or the north wind demolish their huts. 

Shah is not only a poet of human soul but he is also 
a poet of that which lies below the level of soul, of 
the human body with its appetites, of the feelings 
and emotions in their real physical state. The rain 
has brought prosperity. A young wife is sleeping 
with her husband on a perfumed wedding bed. 
Horses of high breed are in the courtyard and 
buffaloes with curved horns are grazing in pastures. 
Huts built on dunes give a beautiful look. She 
wishes that it should rain forever. 

Horses of high breed in the yard, buffaloes 
With curved horns in the pen, 

Huts amidst green ground look delightful 
Beloved by my side on a fragrant bridal bed, 

And may it ever rain, 
Would that I and my beloved be together forever . 

• 
0 my beloved! Without you I shiver the 

Whole night, 
0 you the perfect one! I do not get a wink of 

Sleep without you, 
If you come at dawn I would not mind the cold: 

(I will be warmed up). 
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The entire desert is vibrating with the music of 
Sarangi, Surrando and Chung. The clouds shed 
water only in the rainy season but a lover's eyes 
shed tears in every season. The beautiful girls are 
wearing crimson dresses and, while adjusting bells 
around necks of the calves, their locks get wet and 
raindrops glitter like pearls. 

Shah Lateef describes the rainy season and the 
landscape in a brisk, unpretentious, sharply 
visualized sty le making use of personal experiences 
and observations of human situation. His style has 
sprung from his soul and one can feel resonance of 
his personality in every word he_ uses and in every 
image he creates. When describing rainfall he uses 
words that suggest the falling of rain and the patter 
of rain drops. 

There is no doubt that Shah is a spiritualistic poet, 
but his spiritualism is not that of a fundamentalist 
priest who loves God because he is incapable of 
loving people. Shah loves people. For him people 
are expression of God, and thus by loving people he 
loves God. Throughout this melody we see him 
praying for the wellbeing of people. It makes him 
jubiliant to see people happy on the coming of rain. 
In the very first stanza of Sur Sarang, Shah gives the 
tidings in these words: 

" It is cloudy, behold the dense clouds," 
. So says Lateef 

"It is raining beavily, bring out your cattle herds, 
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Leave your huts, come out in open plain with 
All provisions, 

Do not loose hope in God's mercy." 
• 

Clouds have emitted vapours towards the north, 
Clouds are spread, they are always 

There in the season, 
Lateef wishes the clouds to end miseries of 

The people, 
And pour plenty of water 

To quench their thirst. 
• 

Rain provided water to thirsty millions . 
• 

Lightning flashed in clouds, 
Village silos would be filled with grain . 

• 
Scram, you famine maker, 

Clouds are within sight. 
• 

It rained on desert, on dry lands, on low 
Lying valleys, 

Morning reverbates with sounds of churning, 
Wives of herdsmen are affluent 
Their hands are full of butter, 

They milk brown buffaloes well in time, 
House wives and maids are happy in 

Their homes. 

As far as my knowledge goes Shah Lateef's Sarang 
is the longest poem ever written about rain and the 
rainy season in relation to the human situation. The 
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other long poem on the same subject that I have 
come across so far is "Megha Duta" (Messenger 
Cloud) by Kalidas who composed about twenty 
centuries before Shah Lateef. Megha Duta is the 
expression of the feelings of a loving husband who, 
suffering pangs of separation from his beloved wife, 
emplores the mansoon cloud to carry his message to 
per. 
It is poem of more than 100 verses while Shah's 
Sarang is of 267 verses. "Kalidas has crowded so 
many lovely images and word pictures on a small 
compass of a poem that the poem seems to contain 
the quintessence of a whole culture."1 This is true of 
Shah Lateef's Sarang as well. Except for the theme 
of clouds and rainy season, the two poems are 
totally dissimilar. Apart from the difference of 
central idea, there is the difference of personalities 
of the two poets. Kalidas was one of the nine jewels 
of the mighty kings Chandra Gupta and Kumara 
Gupta. His tone and tenor have a gr:andeur of a 
king's court. He describes high mountains, high 
peaks covered with snow, great rivers, castles, 
kings, queens, gods and goddesses; where as Shah 
Lateef, being a Sufi and a mari of down-trodden 
people, mentions scorched plains, dried lakes, small 
villages, humble huts, small towns. Even expression 
of his spirituality is humble. 

1. The Wonder That Was India-A.I.Basham 
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The clouds spread their limbs on the 
Mausoleum of the Holy Prophet. 

In Megha Duta season, places, birds, beasts are used 
to frame the poet's personal emotions but Shah 
treats nature in relation to sorrows, sufferings, 
pleasure and happiness of the thirsty and poorly fed 
desert dwellers. He speaks of particulars in terms of 
universal and, being a Sufi and a humanist, prays for 
prosperity of the desert dwellers, his homeland and 
the whole world. 

0, Lord! Bestow prosperity on Sindh forever, 
And my Friend and Beloved (for him 

God is friend and beloved), shower blessings 
On the whole world. 

Both the poems are topographical poems. Doctor 
Johnson has described topographical poetry as a 
local poetry of which the fundamental subject is 
some particular landscape to be poetically described 
with the addition of such embellishment as may be 
supplied by historical retrospection or incidental 
meditation. Kalidas,while telling the route to the 
cloud, describes various places and their 
peculiarities, whereas Shah describes places and 
people to which the clouds have brought happiness, 
and dried lakes and ponds which are filled with 
rainy water. 

As both the poems are about the rain, the comparison 
of some of the stanzas may be of some intrest. 
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Sarang 

(In twilight) Colours of clouds have formed motifs 
Like those on damsel's stole . 

• 
Flashes of lightning bloom 

Like wild red flowers (Khatanhaar) . 
• 

Clouds like black hair (of a damsel) 
Are spread towards the north. 

Seeing rainy clouds they cry for their consorts 
Sobbing convul birvely 

The damsels, delicate like flower buds, tremble on 
Hearing thunder of clouds, 

Alone without consorts, in silence they suffer. 
• 

Thundering clouds removed grief of 
Young girls separated from their lovers, 

Behold the plains are emitting fragrances, 
Young girls stroll along perfumed paths, 

Buffaloes bathed in water are running towards 
Their pen! 
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Megh Duta 

0 Cloud! In twilight you would look like a red 
Gappa flower. 

• 
The streak of lightning in dark clouds is 
Like streak of gold on a black touch stone . 

• 
Dark clouds look like locks of a beautiful girl. 

• 
She is like Chakarwak bird without her life partner, 

She is separated from the one with whom 
She was very happy, 

She is withered like a lotus in winter. 
• 

0 Cloud! Don't thunder and don't pour rain, 
Lonely damsels may wake up in fear . 

• 
Young village girls look at you' with love and 

Happiness, 
They welcome you with smile as their cattle 

Bath in rain, 
There is fragrance in their fields and happiness in 

Their homes . 

• 
0 Cloud, when you will reach there, the beautiful 

Girls would adorn themselves, 
They wait for their lovers with their locks in 

Their hands, 
Their lovers, who are away from �hem, may return. 
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Musical Background 

As stated earlier, Sarang is a popular classical raga 
and, like raga Megha (cloud), is sung in rainy season 
in Sindh. The musical scale of raga Megha and 
Sarang is one, but still they have different identities. 
Ragas are not identified or defined in terms of scale 
alone. There are many ragas that have the same 
scale yet each has its own identity and ethos. We 
know that musical scale contains eight notes, that is 
to say, Sa,Re, Ga, Ma, Pa, Dha, Ni, Sa. The music 
masters of ancient times have divided this scale into 
two parts. The first part, the lower tetrachord, Sa to 
Ma (i to iv) is called "Purwang," and the second 
part, the upper tetrac_hord, Pa to Sa(V to I) is called 
"Utterwang." The ragas that emphasize the first four 
notes are called "Purwang ragas," and those that 
emphasize second part are called "Utterwang 
ragas," and this emphasis gives them different 
identity. Besides other differences like treatment of 
note etc., the basic difference between Megha and 
Sarang is that Megha is a Purwang raga while Sarang 
is Utterwang raga. Thus they have different identities. 
According to one Indian musicologist, Mr. 0. 
Gosowami, Sarang was not a main raga in its own 
right, but was an adjective to denote the variety of 
main melody. Ragas are either Shud? (Pure) or 
Sankrin (Mixed). Sarang was used as prefix to 
denote mixed ragas. In fact, Sarang is a variation of 
a word sankirn meaning mixed ragas, The word 
sankirn came into vogue a little after the death of the 
famous musicologist of ancient times, Bharata, and 
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was current for many centuries afterwards� In the 
course of time, the word sankrin changed into 
saranka and then into saranga retaining its original 
meaning of mixed ragas. Mr Goswami tells us about 
two such ragas, Saranga Bhairwi and Saranga 
Bairawa, but with passage of time both the ragas 
"must soon have fallen into the disuse and we do not 
find them referred to in any later works". He also 
tells us that there were three varieties of Nata raga, 
Shudh Nata (the pure Nata), Chaya Nata (the Nata 
that had shade of some other raga), and Nata 
Saranga. (the mixed Nata). Sometime later the 
original name of the raga dropped and only its prefix 
remained and it thus emerged as Sarang, a main raga 
in its own right 
I do not agree with Mr. Gosowami. In my opinion 
Sarang was originally a folk song, which crawled 
into the framework of our classical ragas. It was an 
independent raga. At a later stage some musician 
invented new raga by mixing it with Nata raga and 
a new raga came into being as Saranga Nata. Sarang 
is basically a raga of rain and rainy season. As stated 
earlier, one of the many meanings of Sarang is cloud 
also. Besides, all the poetic lines used as Asthaies 

. and Bandishes of raga Sarang refer to rain or rainy 
season This indicates that it is a raga of rainy season. 
I am also of the opinion that raga Sarang originated 
in Sindh. Even today Sindhi folk songs, particularly 
marriage songs, are sung and many folk tales are 
chanted in the tunes of raga Sarang, which proves its 
origin in Sindh. 
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The old Sindhis, the creators of Indus valley 
civilization, had appropriated different ragas to 
different seasons and different watches of day and 
night. Year was divided into six seasons, each 
consisting of two months, and in each season a 
particular raga was sung on some religious festival 
or rite. Hence there were six major ragas, which at 
later stage became Marga ragas of Vedic music. 
They were Bharawa, Megha, Panchama, Nata
Narayna, Sri and Vasanta.' 
Bharawa was associated with god Shiva, an 
indigenous god of the Indus people which, at later 
stage was incorporated in the hierarchy of Hindu 
gods. His worship rite was observed in summer and 
Bhairawa raga was sung in summer season. 
Sri was the goddess of wealth, and it was sung just 
after harvest. 
Vasant was the raga of spring. It was also called 
Surabhi meaning, 'fragrant,' and Pushpasamaya 
meaning, 'flower times.' The present day Hindu 
festival of Hali is reminiscent of Indus people's 
spring festival. It was the raga of boisterous mirth 
and jubilation. 
Panchama was the raga of autumn. 
Nata-Narayan was a winter raga, implying wrath of 
god Shiva. 
Megha, meaning cloud, was the raga of rainy 
season, and expression of happiness the rain was 
supposed to bring. It was the season· of union 
between lovers. With rainfall the sowing season 
commenced, and it was celebrated with great 
festivity and hilarity. 
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The Indus people also divided 24 hours in two parts, 
day and night, which were further divided into eight 
watches, and certain ragas were appropriated to 
these watches. The rationale behind this division of 
ragas according to seasons and different watches of 
day and night was that the Indus people believed 
that different seasons and different watches of day 
and night evoke different moods and emotions in 
human heart. As such, each raga appropriated for 
the season and watches contains distinctive notes, 
which were in tune with human feelings and 
emotions aroused at a particular season and period. 
Thus we find melodies of different seasons, of 
different watches of day and night, such as melodies 
of dawn, early morning, late morning, noon, early 
evening, late evening, night, midnight, late night, 
and morning twilight. 
Though Sarang is a seasonal raga, it is not necessary 
for seasonal ragas to be sung only in that particular 
season. Hence Sarang is sung in every season but its 
singing time is fixed at noon. This rule is also not 
observed, probably because it was difficult to 
observe particular time of singing ragas in public 
performance or in king's court. Even the music 
masters of ancient times had realized the difficulty, 
hence they had permitted the singers not to observe 
timings of ragas in public performance or when 
singing for the king. 

We know that ragas are related to human passions 
and emotions. The very word 'raga' means 
colouring or passion. The ancient musicologists had 
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analyzed the impression that each note and micro 
note makes on the listener and thus determined their 
emotive value and equated each micro note and raga 
with a particular human emotion. But, as it is, every 
raga contains at least five notes and many more 
micro notes. Sinces each note and micro note has a 
different emotive value, every raga, at one time, 
would evoke many emotions. Mr. Gosvami has an 
answer to this paradox. According to him, each raga 
always gives prominence to one or two notes. This 
emphasis on a particular note or notes continues 
throughout the raga, maintaining its swing and 
overpowering effect by subordination of other 
notes. Hence, the emotional appeal of vadi note 
(which is sounded clearly again and again and is 
super-abundant in a raga) and samvadi note (a note 
used less than the vadi but more than the other 
notes) of an individual raga helps to determine the 
emotional value inherent in a raga. 
According to this hypothesis Sarang is a raga of 
strong emotions, pleasure and sadness. Its vadi and 
samvadi notes are Re and Ni while its ascending and 
descending notes are as under: 

Ni(flat), Sa, Re(sharp), Ma(flat), Pa, Ni(flat), Sa, 
Re (sharp), Sa; 

Sa, Re (sharp), Sa, Ni(flat), Pa, Ma(flat), 
Re (sharp), Sa,Ni, (flat). 

January, 2002 Aga Saleem 
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Chapter I 
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"It is cloudy, behold dense clouds", 
So says Lateef, 

"It is raining heavily, bring out your cattle herds, 
Leave your huts, come out into open plain with 

All provisions, 
Do not lose hope in God's mercy." 

---·u:=- : �···---
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---·u� : �· ··---

"God has brought clouds, behold the clouds," 
So says Lateef, 

"With downpour plains are verdant, 
God has covered paths with lush green grass. 

The poor nomads have heaved a sigh of relief, 
There is a torrential downpour". 

--- ·u� : �u·---
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�---···� : � .. ·----

"Sight of rain-laden clouds is not so pleasant 
As that of a beloved, 

Without beloved, colours 
Do not move heart," So says Sayyad. 

With arrival of the beloved, a hundred rainy 
Seasons set in. 

---·u� : �u·----
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---•U� : �u•---

Beloved arrived in the proximity and it soothed 
My aching heart, 

All the pain and affliction vanished at once 
As beloved revealed his beauty openly. 

---·u� : �u·---
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--- · · ·� : � .. ·----

Clouds have emanated dense vapours towards north, 
Clouds are spread, they are always there in the 

Season, 
Lateef wishes clouds to end miseries of 

The people, 
And pour plenty of water and quench their thirst. 

----· .. � : � .. ·---
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----·u� : �u·----

Today too clouds are formed towards north, 
Creator is causing clouds to pour on 

paths and deluge the country, 
May not my beloved leave my side for any reason. 

---·u� : �u·---
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----· .. � : �· · ·----

Today too cuckoo is cooing towards north, 
Farmers take to fields with their ploughs, 

Herdsmen rejoice, 
Today too my friend cloud is disposed to rain. · 

---·u� :  �u·----
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Today too dark clouds are gathered towards 
North, 

Big drops of rain are falling and tree branches are 
Agiggle, 

Buffaloes were very thirsty, their thirst is 
Quenched fully, 

Having bathed in water they are running joyfully 
Towards may pen. 

---···�·· ·--� 
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Today too peaks of Clouds emerge 
Towards north, 

Lightning in seasonal rain does not lie, 
Come back my beloved, 

Let us forget all the quarells. 

---·n:= : �···---
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---·u� : �u·---

Today too clouds like black hair (of a damsel) 
are speard towards north, 

Lightning with red apparel heralding rain, 
My beloved was away, rain has brought 

Him back 

----.. ��···---
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---·u� :  �· ··----

Today too clouds are formed towards north, 
Rainy season is well in time, it did not delay, 

Downpour deluged plains and delighted 
Poor nomads. 

--- ·u� : �u·----
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Today too all my hopes for clouds are pinned in 
The sky, 

0, my mates! Rainy season reminds me of 
My beloved, 

I long for the land to be moistened, 
When you are home my beloved, then every 

Season is a rainy season. 

----· .. �:  � .. ·----
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--- ·u� : �u·---

Today too clouds gather towards north, 
It rains on Prophet's Mausoleum and 

Inundating plains, 
May clouds, with lightning, 

Return and make poor nomads happy. 

---•u::-: ::u•---
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Today too clouds are being gathered towards 
North, 

May the rain fill creeks and dry depressions of 
Scorched earth. 

---·u:: : �u·---
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---·n� : �u·---

Clouds roared and rolled in from north, 
They filled the pits and empty dry depressions 

Flooding the whole environs, 
Behold! The plains are exuding perfumes, 

The flashing clouds came direct on Prophet's 
Mausoleum and rained. 

---·u::- :  -:-:u•---
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---·u� : �···---

Clouds with lightning came from Prophet's Mausoleum, 
Casting glances filled the Nara river, 

0 God, command the clouds to fill 
Empty parched wells, 

My gracious beloved unveiled his sublime beauty. 

---·u� : �u·---
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---·n� : �u·---

All of a sudden beloved showed himself, 
It cleaned rust from my heart and made me happy, 

All my heart's desires have been fulfilled by beloved's sight. 

---·n� : �u·---
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----· .. � : �···---,----

Cloud bedecked with flashes have come to rain, 
Rain provided water to thirsty millions, 

The flashing clouds turned and stretched their 
Limbs on Kaa'ba. 

----•u::-: �u·---
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Whenever it rains, it is monsoonish season, 
Unyielding cattle have yielded milk easily, 
Lean hungry calves will not be unhappy, 

For there is plenty of grass all over. 

----·u� : �u·----
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----·u� :  �···----

0 rain! If you learn to rain like my eyes, 
You would. rain day and night and 

Would never stop dripping. 

---·n�:  �u·----
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---·u� : �u·---

Dishevelled hair of the beloved are like 
Dark clouds, 

And cloudy are beloved's eyes, 
As are the clouds, so is my beloved, 
Raise your eyes my friend longingly 

Wiping out all pain, all sorrows. 

---·uC;-: �u·---
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----· . . � :  � . .  ·----

Clouds or no clouds, my eyes are always overcast, 
Tears roll down my cheecks when 

I remember my beloved, 
May they always weep, whose beloved is abroad. 

---·u� : �u ·----
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---·u::- : �· · ·----

Lightning flashed in clouds, 
Village silos would be filled with grain, 

Perceiving beloved's blessings all my 
Sorrows vanished, 

May rain fall soon in torrents on lovers. 

---·u� : �u·----
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· {  u.uL L J L -.:....} ,._:..,v /. J:: /. 
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.G_f �"-!!.<��· ·��-- ,�_,,! _;-!,( 
•j.'..)�� � �.�-- �..)lf:,�.).J� 

---·u� : �u·---

It rained in torrents on lover today, 
Scram you, famine maker, 

Clouds are within sight. 

--- ·u� : �· · ·---

'll".1. t.f ./. L ..:,_,} '� (;)I �)� L .:-c� v.r ?.  
· hr .I/ JA ,i.__1_, L.f �) j. Jw 
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---·u� : �· ··---

High-breed horses in the yard, buffaloes with 
Curved horns in pen, 

Huts amidst lush green ground look delightful, 
Beloved by my side on a fragrant bridal bed, 

May it ever rain, 
Would that I and my beloved be together forever. 

---·u� : �u·---

,� Y: � ,Ji> fi� ,�;/ Jr 
'�/. �/. r: r: ,l))y ; tff i.t J,, �{ 
!J.1) (.)J1 iJ _/. )� , I)� J1 �fa J!_, 

.. .  .. .  
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---·u� : �u·---

It rained on desert, on dry lands, 
On low-lying valleys, 

Morning reverbates with sounds of churning, 
Wives of herdsmen are affluent, their 

Hands are full of butter, 
They milk brown buffaloes, 

Housewives and maids are happy in 
Their homes. 

---·u� : �u·---
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----· · ·:: : � . .  ·----

It rained on desert, on dry land, on J assermee, 
Clouds came thundering over "Paa-er", 

Removing grief of forlorn damsels 
Herdswomen happily walked along the 

fragrant paths. 

---·u!;- :  �u ·----

c� � c VJ  ? -{d 1/ cl.JI� 
,� 'f- l/') �Ji ,tJ! .i L J)� !� r;;i 
, fa li f u�·J , .;::._ J. dZ ./. ,,J J � 
U�Jt � 0 �of '/..* 'f- �J' if")" 
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.�� Gr-=� �J� . u;�� u;�� 

.�L.J l'..ly�G !�� ·� ���'i?J�� 
· l'.>l._j --+.!� i.:;;�� Gll .�G....-� �L:--� 

----· u� : �u·----

It rained on desert, on dry land, 
along 'Katchh' ,  

Behold! Plains were drenched in late hours, 
Beneficent God has relieved 

All country of miseries. 

---· u� : �u·---

c ;tJ "£'' fjJ/ clr-.J. J)� I/ cl)l� 
' ;� J)� J Jf "' �LJ t.:I .!. j � i.lr
• � )J) �� L '-:' )  , ;if 111 �) 
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---·u� : �· ··---

0, cloud! In name of Allah, take care of 
Thirsty folk, 

Pour plenty of water on plains making 
Grain abundent and cheap, 

Pour rain on my motherland so that 
Herdsmen may prosper. 

---·u� : �u·---
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---- · n� : �u·----

Humans, deer, buffaloes, 
All yearn for clouds, 

Ducks look for clouds and quail chirps for rain, 
Oysters in ocean yearn for rain drops every day, 

(0 God) Make water plentiful so that 
Herdsman may prosper. 

----. . . � :  � . . · ---
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.) � �.;r:--, f> {  .�>--:[� C--=J � J:jL_..= 
�, , 

• , 
• . · L_,  • 

, • , l 
•.) :: Yr- !,)� ·i.J� ... i.J.J-'....J'it""""" i.JJ-1-":l 
.)J �.J-L.+lJ �J, ·�".:.;-�;., ·!:?�, 0-/ . 1.)1-' �J-:.b,�_r-M, .)-+/ �L5r �r � 

----· .. � :  � . . ·----

0 my beloved! Do not sell buffaloes with 
Curved horns, keep the entire herd, 

Lean or fat, own them all, 
Take your herd from highland to lowland pastures, 
So that spring may come singing to our courtyard. 

--- ·u� : �u·----

, J� l;(a i.f.. , � J  }f.J ,.:, � (-" 
, JV. c_i v?.v ,) � J.r) � k 

/ ' .. .. .. .  ' )l-r" 'f- Y  A , r� v �1 � / L )f.J 
. u! � A JL{. LI ,Ji.i )1 .rl )J) 
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3 2  
.� __j �-u-5� .�-u-5 �.)L.i .�T � �T •A �LS:� !J)-.:5' •.J-t)JA' ti,? �LI · A � Li;- ..,J-�-�-1):1..)w ·� v-/' ..Jl J�� �.��H �I ��-

--- ·u� : �u·---

Clouds come in season but you 
Don't my beloved! 

My beloved is resonating in my mind, 
He is about to come. 

God has prepared land for tillers, 
Do not think for a moment that the rain is over. 

---·u� : �u·---
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---·· ·� : � . .  ·---

Clouds, bedecked with lightning, have come, 
Rainfall has filled the dry bed of Puran. 

---· . .  � : � . .  ·---

, �/ � J? ,/ J1v L t7- � 
. J� .£r L \:.JI;' i:_ _l,[:.,l.; L (:.,� ;,_/. 
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.��T �J 0.J--'iJ ·�..)� $.__j�L..i 
·�.)L= Al �- G: .� i.P � f).,..:5 '-:!) �J-A 
. �w y� �-�"' ·r.?...)��0� 

---·u� : �u·---

Clouds, bedecked with lightning, have come to rain, 
And flashes in clouds have enlivened me, 

Clouds hummed and washed away all rust from 
My heart. 

--- •U� : �·· ·---

, Jv J7., J?. , I --£L-- L l7- '1 
,Jf J/ .f .f , J1� L '1 i./- Jr (� 
. JJ� L( L '1 ,ij;( J u.YJ J: 
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·A JJI �r >l � 0_,.o 
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•J4�-(J�J./ ur.�.>-°-��� � 
. A JJI �r >i � 0_,.o 
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VAAEE 

I have all hope in Allah, The Sayyad would take 
Care of me. 

Prophet would prostrate before Allah humbly, 
I have all hope in Allah. 

He would beg for clemency for his followers, 
I have all hope in Allah. 

Angel Israfeel will sound the siren, 
Sun will scorch eyes, 

I have all hope in Allah. 
All believers would gather around Prophet and 

He will rejoice, 
I have all hope in Allah. 

Each will leave the other and would run to 
Prophet, 

I have all hope in Allah. 
Allah will oblige him and will pardon 

All sinners. 
I have all hope in Allah. 
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Chapter II 

----· ..  � :  � . .  ·----

Clouds are crimson like red sealing wax, 
Colours in clouds have formed motifs like 

Those on damsels stole. 
It rained near Bhitt and filled lake 

"Karar" * bottom to brim. 

----·u� : �u·----

,Lt 1JJ: Y cf , J') � ifv 4 
, JI  J)� 4 ,uf; �A � 4 
. "j 1}'' t.):f iJ) ,I ' J;1.,.- v /. -;: "�" 

* A small lake near the last resting place of Shah Lateef 
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----· u� : �· · ·----

Cloud came on the Bhitt happily and surgingly, 
Flashes of lightning bloom 

Like wild red flowers, 
All green plains look fresh and "Daman" * 

Grass is in abundance. 
Rainfall flowing down plains filled Karar bottom to brim 

---· u� :  �u ·----

* A kind of grass 
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,_,_- y)J �J, . �  Jl...--f:i �, �Li...r:: . �� ' � - ' �, • < / w �  
·� .� � . •  � D.,,..._..., �� 
._,..._-� M' �� .�..J� � Li z�l..!:, � 
. �,/ '(-_, , L_;. . "� '., I L:;.. 

· � �� �. ·� J---::- i.Y 

----. . .  � : � . . ·----

Having filled Karar, it rained on- sandy plains, 
Timely lightning made the monsoon to 

Pourout fully, 
Cloud came from "Makaani" 1 and passed by "Pub" 2, 

Creator has grown plentiful "Chiho" 3 

1: 2: Place names 

3: A kind of grass 

All along banks of "Chukhhi" 4• 

----... � : �· ··----

4: A water coarse near Bhitt 
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---- . . . � :  :: . . . ___ _ 

Cheeho all along "Chukhhi's" banks, 
flowers along "Grang"1, 

Having filled low-lying plains, 
Cloud moved from Hadakat 2 

1 :  A village near Bhitt 

2: Place name 

In a downpour and turned 
The desert into fl flowery garden. 

----·u� : ::• •·----
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·� �'-H ��--s�� ,�� �� G.1 
.� �, c)�J , IJJ� .$��� j� 
.� � I�' � I.) $�: .�_;L..i J�l_rd 

,,. ,,, . 

----·u� : �· ··----

Today clouds form pleasant colourful peaks, 
Whole desert resonates with music of 

Sarangi 1,  Suran do 2 and Chang 3, 
Last night clouds poured jars of rain water 

Over "Padhaam" 4 plains. 

----·u� : �u·----

' �  �) �i ,E_ i..t L)?.,1. L JJL 
t t  9 • 

'� � 'f-J �� ' �� .:_.,� / j lr  v v 
· �  "r1-·( 0 iJ) �r ,JJv �� 

1, 2, 3: Indigenous musical instruments 

4: Place name 
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I: Rain 

2: Love 

6 
·Ii?! '-'}· �r �-- .�L..+;i f. �� 
.�--4:.= ;fa"�--� ·'i?fa--�..J G: �J--u>: .�..fa-- � kr;n er: .�'---ht � J�� 

---·u� : �u·----

Meehan 1 and N eehan, 2 

Both are one and the same, 
When it rains the clouds rumble, 

I would stand forth like a cloud if you came, 
My love ! 

---·u� : �···---
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·� � � .J-'i:::> � 'i;I...= � .�"_;. i..r-' �, . �ii ��l.Jt�.;�J 
:r=--i)J.)� i.s-5 � �--. W:, 1)1 �I� :..,.,1 
--. ��,��JI J� �1 .�--�J/6i)J 

•• t - ,,,,. - .,,.. 

---- ·u� : �u·----

Seeing rain clouds they cry for their consorts 
sobbing convulsively, 

May the huts built by these forlorn damsels 
Not get drenched and leak in the rain, 

When chilly winds of north demolish their huts 
To whoni they should turn and cry out for help, 

May that their protectors come back to 
Take care of them. 

----·u� : �u·----
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----· . .  � : �· · ·----

Seeing rain clouds they cry for their consorts 
Sobbing convulsively, 

The damsels, delicate like flower buds, 
Tremble on hearing thunder of clouds, 

Alone without consorts, in silence they. suffer. 

---·u� : �u·----

( ) � I J OJ �/ ,Li J)� .I�/ �J 
,�L � �J:��J_;b" d' /.e- .J? ., ' � 

r v.r Jjt � u! ?. ' Jh,/ oJ ,:; tJ..J 
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·� '.) � �� �<r .i'-:f.J ;_;�. � !1L= 
.�� �I _j � ·A. �� . J.oL= 

, - r 

--- ·u::- : �u·---

0 my consort! Without you I shiver night long 
0 perfect one ! I do not get a wink of sleep 

Without you, 
If you come at dawn I wouldn't  mind cold. 

---·u� : �· ··---

( JI  '--fo u:./ ( i../.. 0) / l:)- )i '--;! 
,_£ '7- � ?.  i cUJ/. � fl if f / � 
. LLI ("{ VY f ,_t.( t:{ 'f- � i:f 
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VAAEE 

Let my rival burn with jealousy, 
I ' ll go to my friend's door. 

More the rival's enemy, more my lover's love, 
I ' ll go to my friend's door. 

Wearing anklets of love I 'll dance in front of 
Beloved's door, 

I ' ll go to my friend 's door. 
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. )JJ L J. u;� u! 
, �} LI r={ ,L,,.J �)  4 4 
· ) J) L J. u;� i._t. 
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Chapter 111 

·� � � � µ· ·f- � � 
·H � �  · � .J.l �..1� 1.J� 

' • .._______._,,,_� "  ' , J I� _ • ...._:_._,. J_;.,> ; � • , '- - .._ •v-----J \)..J--'_,-,J •v--w- , ' ',• l..,Y' .,r-.,, �' 
·�� __:} �  ·� �.u�) 
. L-:;S' t� �� ·�� �  '= 

----· . .  � :  � . .  ·----

Elephant envies (my frient's) gait 
And wants to learn it, 

Handwas * marvel at my beloved's red lips, 
Lightning flasher as full moon radiates, 

All are,says Lateef, yearning to see the beloved, 
The dear one walks along in saffron-coloured radiance. 

----· . .  � :  � . .  ·----

,J�J J. �fa ''f-4.) � .;;� if� 
,Jv L � -V J1  , �  L�) if Jv  J_,}z 
,J� �·J_,) '�) L � J' , 1� 
, J� � 'f- Ji / '�J� J:.J j �I L 
.�v 'f- � d- lr  , J!I , _£  Y!; 

* A crimson coloured worm that appears in rain 
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---- · u� : �u · ----

Rainy season sets in, enthralling music pours forth 
Rain falls in torrents, 

There is water all around and grass is in abundance, 
Buffaloes go grazing, 

Thrilled herdswomen make flower garlands 
And wear around their necks, 

Gourds, Cucumbers, and Mushrooms are 
In abundance, 

May you, God ! End miseries of all people. 

---•U� : �u ·---

,j' � ,J. J. J. ,0  z;_ ) v  L �; �:hv 
' �� 0 Ji_J , ! JJ if J1; .;;_.JV 0 .;;,_./ 
,J  4- I ..£ J , � )  )� L.J� �" 
,�� L v) v) ,J u  v� ..i v �) J ll'.1. 
. �Jv � t...1..f JJ) , J)� -= � )  lf'..1. 
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.)..,_;.J � l:?jL:i . �.�-J�-� J.....,;.6 
.)�- Wi w�- . ��-�-0-J->w 

L..= ' G J.  , ,  ' L_. . � .b , ,  r . - l,)""--:!J • cr--iJ • _) .. � ,--..,- � u. 

-----· . .  � :  �· ··----

Rainy season sets in, enthralling music pours forth, 
Cuckoo is cooing, tillers take up ploughs, 

Herdsman rejoice 
Today too my Friend cloud poised for rain. 

--- ·u� : �u·---

o� J'"..:......Ji:" ,J ..:......X1v L �) l:.JJlr 
' )) . { lJ j1' _;; � J 'v.7 4- J JI J � U J� 
.�I e:_ /.  [;;I ' ) �  'fo' JA 
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----· u� : �u·----

Rainyseason sets in, enthralling music 
Pours fourth 

Clouds gathered quickly, 
Grain is cheap and butter is in abundance, 

I rinsed off rust from my heart with "Kalma." 

--- ·u� : �· ··----

(�T 2- ./.  J)� ' '-/.! �X jlr L .;;) l:hlr 
' �  if-"' � c)JI JJ1 .;;(;{ J � 
. �, IA,,.- � l)JJ Jj 'hfVJ c_. J1 _f 
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.j .. J � :C��) �� ·� b...il_; �..) �; ) 

, , • $ w , 
:e .hi_. < , �, . $Li I,' . ' r  .H, � L"rl � •,• < � _)  � "  II � 

.� � � J-=� , J..-,;,r yT �l..0T 

----· u:: :  ---:u · ----

After watering Raook, 1 cloud showered its 
Benevolence on Lutori, 2 

And inundated both Dar 3 and Pal, 4 

God, let the rain fall in torrent. 

----· ..  � : � . .  ·----

1, 2, 3, 4: Place names 
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.-JJ� '" ,l.__f , LJJ� • ,. �r �� J'� iJ �  .,,,- .. • • ....Fil 11 .;--- ..;---r-, �-

·� 1_, �r�>-'i-' . � �)-;!SlyT �,r 
. 1�:wLJr � 1 . �� �,��,�: 

---- ·u} : �u·----

I see sky is overcast, 
Do not settle down, my love! 

Clouds are gathering towards north 
With eyes full of water, 

Leave Iowplains, build hut, on high lands. 

---·n� :  �u·----

, JJ�u.r Ll//, 1  v?.v�'� L JV � 1o.:,.,1  
,J. C- /.  ..::... d. �I L IJ);' ,!; J?. 
·� vt� JJ I  �J I  '� I U}I� 
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.J.lJr�� l(.r--..J� � � -

· ...;.r-b, d.rJii �i-:-=1 .'�L- l:?!L.... �__,;; 

---- · u:: :  �u · ----

0 my love ! May God bring you back, 
My heart remembers and wails for you. 

--- · u� : �u · -�-

c L LJ l:J1 / j: < �V � .:;..,; J' J <�JV .. ' 

. LL{. ,i i:/ ./. , !/?- �5 u! )H f ;2' 
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---·u� : �· ··---

It rained more heavily in late monsoon 
Than in early days, 

God let the rainfall only 
When I had prayed for it to exhanstion. 

--- ·u� : �u·---

,l.f/. lf /. rf JJI ,J'  �JV ..:;,J � � � 

. �v 1)); VY ,}I j� � LI LI 
.. . .. .. 
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.� � b:,.;� �, .�r � �i 
. � ;..v�\·�-"", u->: .(,-'.J �, �� .. , , .. 

---·u� : �u · ---

Beloved comes like a heavy monsoon rain, 
Settling along side those 

Who had longed for him whole of their lives. 

---· u:=- : �u·---
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1 0  

---·u� : �u·---

I need a warm cover, my hut can' t  stop the chill 
Tell this to him who is best among all, 

Come home to me, my love! 
So that I may get into form. 

--- ·u� : �u·---
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.�L-A';.u-"" �- . ;....;.; J..; � � .l;l..f::, 

.�1.,,-:i �u � . �  �4 .�� 

. �:>'J ii)�: �;�-.�t,.�t · _,;;., f.'i$Jw 

---· . .  � : �· ··---

My consort! Without your cover, 
I shiver in cold night right from the dusk, 

0 you perfect one! Without you 
I shiver even under quilt, 

I live in hope that God will bring you back at dawn. 

---·n� : �u·---
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--- · u� : �u · ---

Drizzling wetted her locks and 
Then drenched her back-knot of hair, 

The stream of mercy flowed into my hut, 
As my love came home early at dawn. 

---· u� : �u·---
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VAAEE 

Your eyes are like clouds, Your countenance 
Fascinates the whole world. 

Perceiving the divine light in Muttalib's forehead, 
The elephant prostrated, 
Your countenance fascinates the whole world. 
On my Lord's birth towers of the infidles, forts 

Collapsed, 
Your countenance fascinates the whole world. 
Lord made you visit and see all the heavens, 
Your countenance fascinates the whole world. 
"And your Lord would soon grant you" 1 

Was God's promise with you, 
Your countenance fascinates the whole world. 
The Almighty Himself has sworn by the dust of 

Your feet, 
Your countenance fascinates the whole world. 
Immense are the favours of Allah on Ahmed, 
Your countenance fascinates the whole world. 
Those yearning for rain are happy, 
Your countenance fascinates the whole world. 
Our Friend has let the rain fall. 
Your countenance fascinates the whole world. 

I A quotation jiw11 the  Holy Quran 
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* Place name 

Lnapter 1 v 

1 

----·u� :  �u·----

Beloved, like a monsoon rain, 
Hums towards Jhok, * 

Making plains verdant with heavy rainfall, 
0 Cloud! Pour abundant water on people 

With your overcast eyes. 

--- ·n� : �u·---

;: ,,.- / ( , �� J  -:J� U -.J � '�)� u (,:)JL,·'«ef.v 
, �  )j ,); , I/ JJI �v /. J:' ./. 

. c.  J)� L d £J ,�/. J. -; � 
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2 
,;::., � �I� li.r-J.J-5 .l.).J--:? d.>->jJ l..w �1J 
.� IJ _,_,_fa; liYi� ._,...,�; � �� JY..�, .�L-:1 (1 �, .� � ())��; 
. · ' ., ; �� �I · - "' ·� '1: 1:-'1: ' I,)� J - ... t '-P.' �" j...-J J-P. 

----· . .  � : �· · ·----

Lightning appears west ward with flashes on 
Khanbhat* 

0 ye herdsmen! Drive your buffaloes with 
Curved horns 

And their calves to highways, 
Herdsmen are happy as their thirst is quenched, 

Clouds would deluge plains in a 

* Place name 

Short while. 

----· . . � : �· ··----

, ly. J / 'f- � , ...,., 1 ,nl if "?  "..::-�' if 
,� ;r � (J;..; ,JJJ ;;l L Ji ]J j 

' '/ J v� _,J UJ1�� 'i- j: v� 
. J/.., (y, �'! J. f < 11-1' J:·.1. Ui 
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3 

----· . .  � :  �· ··----

The sun is peeping through clouds and 
Is not clear, 

Lightning flashes news of rain to come, 
0 heart! Do not pine away with anxiety 

For you are soon to meet your love. 

--- ·u� :  �u·----

( J �.... � _?-' Jfa J • J /( �JY l:° � (;;J 
( J o �� af 1J J?. / � � 
. vf. lr � �I ( J 1� ( .  J; 
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----·n� :  �· · ·----

Flashing clouds glided from Dhat 1 to Parkar 2 
Filling dry ponds and plains with rain water. 

----·n� :  �u·----

1, 2: Place names 
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----· . .  � : � . .  ·----

Flashing clouds glided from Dhat to plains, 
Onwards Umerkot 1, 

Deluging parched plains with rain water, 
And playfully inundated all Samaro 2• 

----· . .  � :  � . .  · ----

2: Place name 
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6 

----· . .  � : � . .  · ----

Flashing clouds glided from Dhat to plains,_ 
Onwards Kamaro, 1 

Raining on dry bed of Puran 2 and 
Parched plains of "Samaro," 3 

Look! Lightning is attired in dark clouds. 

---- ·u� : �u·----

1, 3: Place names 
2: River of olden time now extinct 
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---- . . . � :  � . . ·----

Flashing clouds glided from Dhat to plains, 
Turning them into lush greens, 

Sun and moon are no match 
To my love in radiance, 

My love, who is always in my heart, 
Has come home to me. 

---·u� : =:u·---

< o): JJIJ J ,1IJ ,J! l))J� LJ c.. "�j'' 
, I_;::- cf. v l.;!I '0 _t� i.JY ./.1 ./. UU 
. (../. i:) '7- lyt � ; ,�I JI iJ ( 
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8 

----· u� : �· · ·----

Flashing clouds glided from Dhat to plains, 
Reverberating with thunder, 

Put in order your cottage as the gracious 
Beloved came home at dawn. 

----. . . � :  � . . · ----
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9 

----· u:: : �· ··----

Flashing clouds glided from Dhat 
To plains showering bounties, 
Gods immeasurable blessings 

Are unto cattle with curved horns, 
My love ! Protect honour of herdsmen 

----· u� :  �u·----
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---- . . . � :  � . . ·----

It rained all night and 
Stopped at dawn for respite, 

But it even rain in a heart that pines for beloved, 
Were you to suffer similar pangs, 

0 cloud, you too wouldn't stop raining. 

----· · ·:: :  � . . · ----

, lo!:); JA.- L v" .1. , L_  J)� - �  JLr ( 
· �Lr ./. Lt J� (�)fi i �{ � i.:I -"'  J 
. ( ) ./: J)� C- ./.  •-:..-lP?'.; � Yi �') 
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With monsoon come flashing clouds 
Once again to rain all over, 

Some flashed on Constantinople, 
Some went towards West, 

Some glittered over China and some took care of 
Samarkand, 

Some rambled to Rome, Kabul and Qandhar, 
Some to Delhi, Some to Deccan and 

Some thundered over Girnar, 
Some rushed to J assarmere and 
Then to Beekanere and Bakaar, 

Some drenched Bhuj and 
Then Dhat, 

Some came to Umerkot, some rained on Walhar, 
0 my Lord! Bestow prosperity on Sindh for ever, 

0 my sweet Friend!  
Shower your blessings on all the world. 
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---- · . .  � : � . .  ·---� 

Skies are again overcast, 
All land is rain filled, 

Bedecked with flashes, cloud looks like 
A bridegroom reclining on a wedding bed, 

Unmarried girls were married off 
By doubling the dowry, 

Tillers, carrying seeds, joyously rushed to fields, 
Rain has enlivened all, whole world is prosperous. 

----· . .  � :  � . .  ·---

, �IL 'f- j/'J , LJ i.;f /. 1 n:  c...- A 
, � r  4- '7- if' ,�� -; t � [, J;v 
,�G- � �v ,b" J y; [:)J / L i:!' /. 

'�� b" J} Ll{ ' J  J� tJ.. //: (J' Y fi 
· 'i- I J1 JlJ � (� ''-:-" �J ,J?. ,l)� p 
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1 3  

--- ·u� : �···---

Skies are again overcast 
All land is adorned, 

Embellished with lightning clouds 
Inundated every where, 

Millions of silos are filled 
with grain in all over the world, 
Rainy season has ended destress 

And brightness is all over 

---·u� : �· ··---

, JaiJ u.r L i:) _/. cLI )/ ln: c...- A 
, J; VVi [) 'Z:-J J J,4 � � 
,-4 u.r 'f-J �� :J  dL �t:i 'i- J.. � 
. J.r  JJ) Ji L �I ,J ?. L c.- J� 
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Flashing clouds arrived and playfully deluged 
low-lying valleys, 

Buffaloes are out grazing without headsman, 
With their udders full and calves in train, 

They yield fresh milk, 
Estranged lovers are reconcilling. 
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God commanded clouds to embellish for raining 
Flashing clouds arrived and rained in thundering claps, 

Those hoarding for high price wring their hands, 
Their hope of making fifteen of five is shattered, 

Hoarders and miser profiteers may perish, 
Herdsmen are again speaking of great showers, 
Sayyed says, "they all depend on you, 0 Lord." 
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·�� _j �, J-4-(, ·�J l..H>: J-4>f _;J.....i1 
·�� cr-5 � ,� ·�HJ ��Lj .�_r-:$1 _J �L=Jl � ·�� � ,� 

---- •u:: : �u · ---

Inside me dense cloud rain, 
Out side there is n't a wisp of cloud. 

Lightning flashe inside those, 
Who are truly in love ; 

Those with their lovers beside them, 
Their eyes aren't  ever tearful 

---- · u:: :  �u ·----

, i)� 'f- uLf fi� ' 'f- -:;..,J �/. i �L d 
, i��{ d � r1.:hv'f- ly i � d v' 
. J!�. 1y d L d' ' ')� � / L i:J. " " '  
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----· ..  :-:- : �·· ·----

It rains heavily inside me and so it is outside, 
Those with lovers beside them, 
Their eyes aren 't ever tearful. 

---- · . . � : � . .  ·----
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1 8  

---- ·u� : �· ··----

Flashing clouds, laden with rain, 
Have come gliding from north, 

Rainfall has brought back my love, 
Who had been long separated. 

----·u� :  �u·---

, �I A c.- ;r ,L_I J)� L bf bf 
.�r / �,,rt �I ,�l:' / rJJ � j)) 
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VAAEE 

Rainy season has set in, 
I ' ll dye my dress, crimson. 

My friend cloud again means to rain, 
I'll dye my dress, crimson. 

Adjusting bells around the calves' necks, 
Herdmaid's tresses were drenched, 

I ' ll dye my dress, crimson. 
Sayyad says, come home and take me into 

Your care, 
I ' ll dye my dress, crimson. 
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